Abstract. In this note we study the error term Rn,L(x) in the generalized circle problem for a ball of volume x and a random lattice L of large dimension n. Our main result is the following functional central limit theorem: Fix an arbitrary function f : Z + → R + satisfying limn→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = Oε(e εn ) for every ε > 0. Then, the random function
Introduction
Gauss' circle problem is a classical problem in number theory asking for the number of integer lattice points inside a Euclidean circle of radius t centered at the origin. Gauss observed that this quantity equals the area A(t) = πt 2 enclosed by the circle up to an error term of size at most O(t). Hardy conjectured [7] that the error term can be improved to O ε (t 1/2+ε ); a bound which is known to be essentially optimal. Despite efforts of many mathematicians, Hardy's conjecture remains open and the best known bound is O ε (t 131/208+ε ) due to Huxley [12] .
In this paper we will be interested in the circle problem generalized to dimension n and a general n-dimensional lattice L of covolume 1. We denote the space of all such lattices by X n and recall that X n can be identified with the homogeneous space SL(n, Z)\SL(n, R) via the correspondence Z n g ↔ SL(n, Z)g. As a consequence of this identification, X n inherits a right SL(n, R)-invariant probability measure µ n originating from a Haar measure on SL(n, R).
Given n ≥ 2, a lattice L ∈ X n and a real number x ≥ 0, we let N n,L (x) denote the number of non-zero lattice points of L in the closed ball of volume x centered at the origin in R n , i.e. we let (1.1) N n,L (x) := # m ∈ L \ {0} : |m| ≤ x V n 1/n , where V n denotes the volume of the unit ball in R n . We also define, for x ≥ 0, the function R n,L (x) := N n,L (x) − x, and formulate, for a given L ∈ X n , the generalized circle problem as the problem of giving the best possible upper bound on R n,L (x) as x → ∞. In a series of papers Bentkus and Götze [1, 2] and Götze [6] proved strong explicit bounds on R n,L (x) for an arbitrary given lattice L ∈ X n . In particular, Götze proved in [6] that |R n,L (x)| = O(x 1−2/n ) holds for every L ∈ X n when n ≥ 5. This result is best possible for all rational lattices L ∈ X n , while for irrational lattices Götze proved the stronger bound R n,L (x) = o(x 1−2/n ) as x → ∞.
1 However, it turns out that for most lattices (in the measure sense) one can do much better. In fact, Schmidt [25] proved that for any n ≥ 2 and µ n -almost every L ∈ X n we have R n,L (x) = O ε (x 1/2 (log x) 5/2+ε ). This upper bound should be compared to Landau's result R n,L (x) = Ω(x 1/2−1/(2n) ) (cf. [16] ). Hence, for large n, Schmidt's bound is close to optimal. In this vein it should also be noted that, for n ≥ 3,
(cf., e.g., [25, p. 518] or [30, Lemma 3.1] ). In a closely related direction, the second author has recently studied the distribution of lengths of lattice vectors in a µ n -random lattice of large dimension n. Given a lattice L ∈ X n , we order its non-zero vectors by increasing lengths as ±v 1 , ±v 2 , ±v 3 , . . . and define, for each j ≥ 1, V j (L) := V n |v j | n .
We stress that the first few vectors in this list, that is, the shortest non-zero vectors in L, encode important geometric information attached to L. Indeed, these short vectors play a crucial role in, for example, the lattice sphere packing problem where the quantity 2 −n sup L∈Xn V 1 (L) determines the maximal density of a lattice sphere packing in R n . In [27] , by calculating the limits as n → ∞ of mixed moments of the form
for any fixed k ≥ 1 and 0 < x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x k , the following theorem is established: Theorem 1.1 (Södergren) . The sequence {V j (·)} ∞ j=1 converges in distribution, as n → ∞, to the sequence {T j } ∞ j=1 , where 0 < T 1 < T 2 < T 3 < · · · denote the points of a Poisson process P = N (x), x ≥ 0 on R + with constant intensity 1 Here we call a lattice L irrational if the Gram matrix for every Z-basis of L is not proportional to a matrix with integer entries only.
2 Throughout the paper, E will denote the expected value with respect to the measure µn on Xn.
The convergence in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to the convergence of all finite dimensional distributions, i.e. to the fact that the truncated sequence {V j (·)} N j=1 converges in distribution to the corresponding truncated sequence {T j } N j=1 , for every fixed N ∈ Z + . This raises the question whether it is possible to allow for more flexibility in Theorem 1.1 in the sense of allowing N = N (n) to grow as a function of the dimension n? It seems reasonable to expect that for moderately growing N the Possion characteristic of the limit sequence should remain intact, but that the Poissonian behavior will eventually disappear as N is allowed to grow faster. A first result in this direction, indicating a Poissonian behavior for N ≤ cn where c > 0 is a small absolute constant, is proved in a recent paper by Kim [15] using a sieving argument (cf. also [14] where the range N ≤ (n/2) 1/2−ε was obtained). The following result extends this range, giving an indication of Poissonian behavior for any N growing sub-exponentially with respect to n. Theorem 1.2. Let f : Z + → R + be any function satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ε (e εn ) for every ε > 0. Let N (x) be a Poisson distributed random variable with expectation x/2. Then
uniformly with respect to all N, x ≥ 0 satisfying min(x, N ) ≤ f (n).
We will deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.1 combined with the following result, a central limit theorem for the normalized error term in the generalized circle problem for a random lattice L. Theorem 1.3. Let f : Z + → R + be any function satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ε (e εn ) for every ε > 0. Let Z (B) n be the random variable
with L picked at random in (X n , µ n ). Then
as n → ∞.
The "B" in Z (B) n stands for "ball". In fact, the same convergence holds even if we consider completely general subsets of R n symmetric about the origin. Theorem 1.3'. Let f : Z + → R + be as in Theorem 1.3, and for each n let S n be a Borel measurable subset of R n satisfying vol(S n ) = f (n) and S n = −S n . Set
However, the fact that we remove 0 in (1.1) is essential for Theorem 1.2 to hold, namely in the case when x stays bounded as n → ∞.
In Theorem 4.2 below we generalize Theorem 1.3' to the case of r pairwise disjoint subsets of R n , for any fixed r ∈ Z + , showing that the joint distribution of the normalized counting variables approaches r independent normal distributions. In the special case of balls centered at the origin, we also have the following functional central limit theorem, generalizing Theorem 1.3: Theorem 1.5. Let f : Z + → R + be any function satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ε (e εn ) for every ε > 0. Consider, for n ∈ Z + and L picked at random in (X n , µ n ), the random function
on the interval [0, 1]. Let P n denote the corresponding probability measure on the space
n (t) converges in distribution to one-dimensional Brownian motion, or equivalently, P n converges weakly to Wiener measure, as n → ∞. Remark 1.6. In a different direction, for n = 2 and fixed L ∈ X 2 , a result by Bleher [4] (cf. also Heath-Brown [8] for the case L = Z 2 ) implies the existence of a limit distribution of t −1/4 R 2,L (t) for t random in (0, T ), as T → ∞. This limit distribution is non-Gaussian; however the corresponding limit for the number of lattice points in thin annuli is Gaussian in certain situations; cf. [11] and [32] . We are not aware of any similar results in dimension n ≥ 3; cf. however Peter [17] .
It is an interesting question whether the above limit results could be extended to more rapidly growing functions f (n). Our proof of Theorem 1.3' goes by establishing convergence of all moments of Z n . For any fixed moment E(Z k n ), the method actually yields the desired limit result even for f (n) of modest exponential growth; however for more rapidly growing f (n) the moment diverges (if k ≥ 3). In the case of balls, we have determined the precise growth rate where this transition occurs: Set
Note that {c k } k≥3 is a positive, strictly decreasing sequence; its first values are c 3 = 0.28768 . . ., c 4 = 0.26162 . . ., c 5 = 0.23895 . . ., and c k ∼ k −1 log k as k → ∞. Theorem 1.7. Let k ≥ 2 and 0 < c < c k , and let f : Z + → R + be any function satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O(e cn ). For each n let S n be a Borel measurable subset of R n satisfying vol(S n ) = f (n) and S n = −S n , and define Z n as in Theorem 1.3'. Then
On the other hand, if k ≥ 3 and c > c k , and if f :
The last result shows in particular that the assumption of sub-exponential growth imposed in Theorem 1.3' is best possible for our method of proof via convergence of moments; however the question remains open whether a limit distribution of Z n exists (Gaussian or not) also for more rapidly growing f (n). Theorem 1.7 shows in this regard that any limit distribution of any subsequence of Z n is necessarily close to the Gaussian N (0, 1) distribution, in the weak topology, so long as f (n) = O(e cn ) with c > 0 sufficiently small. Remark 1.8. In the setting of balls as in Theorem 1.3, taking f (n) = e cn corresponds to counting all lattice vectors m ∈ L\{0} of length |m| e c n 2πe . In this connection we note that for any fixed N , with probability tending to one as n → ∞, the first N shortest non-zero vectors ±v 1 , . . . , ±v N of a random lattice L ∈ X n all have length n 2πe (1 + O( log n n )). This follows e.g. from Theorem 1.1, using the asymptotics
Remark 1.9. Kelmer has recently obtained a bound on the mean square of R n,L (x) for fixed n ≥ 2 and large x; cf. [13, Thm. 2] . This bound supports the conjecture that for almost every
+ε holds as x → ∞ (cf. also [5] , [9] ). Kelmer's bound implies that if f (n) grows sufficiently rapidly (the growth condition could be made explicit with further work), then Z (B) n converges in distribution to 0 as n → ∞, showing that the normalization in (1.5) is inappropriate in this regime.
Our original motivation for studying the limit distribution of Z (B) n comes from questions concerning the Epstein zeta function of a random lattice L ∈ X n as n → ∞; cf. [23, 29, 30] . Recall that for Re s > n 2 and L ∈ X n the Epstein zeta function is defined by the absolutely convergent series
The function E n (L, s) can be meromorphically continued to C and satisfies a func-
(Here L * denotes the dual lattice of L.) An outstanding question from [30] is whether E n (L, s) for s on or near the central point s = n 4 , possesses, after appropriate normalization, a limit distribution as n → ∞? This question turns out to be closely related to the behavior of the random function Z n (t), and we expect that Theorem 1.5 in this paper in combination with the methods of [30] will make it possible to give an answer in the case of s = cn with c > , it appears that we need a precise understanding of the limit of Z (B) n (t) when the volume f (n) is allowed to grow as rapidly as e 1 2 (1−log 2)n , and furthermore we need to understand this distribution jointly with the corresponding distribution for the dual lattice of L. We hope to return to these matters in future work.
The organization of the paper is as follows. As mentioned, Theorem 1.3' is proved by computing the moments of Z n ; similarly Theorem 1.5 is proved by computing the mixed moments of the finite dimensional distributions of Z n (t). The standard tool for calculating moments of this form is Rogers' mean value formula [19] ; however, the assumption lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ causes divergence problems. To get around these, we develop, in Section 2, a new version of Rogers' formula suitable for calculating moments of functions that can be represented in the form
for suitable test functions ρ; in particular the formula can be applied to calculate moments of Z n (t). The proof of this formula is combinatorial in nature. Using the formula, in Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.3' and 1.2, and in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.5. Finally in Section 5 we prove Theorem 1.7, by a careful analysis of the sizes of the various non-leading order terms appearing in the moment computation used to prove Theorem 1.3'.
Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Svante Janson for helpful discussions.
A new version of Rogers' mean value formula
To begin, we describe Rogers' original formula. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and let ρ : (R n ) k → R ≥0 be a non-negative Borel measurable function. In [19] Rogers proved the following remarkable identity:
Here the inner sum is over all integer matrices 
We call these matrices k, q -admissible. 3 Finally e i = (ε i , q), i = 1, . . . , m, where ε 1 , . . . , ε m are the elementary divisors of the matrix D. We stress that the righthand side of (2.1) is a positive infinite linear combination of integrals of ρ over certain linear subspaces of (R n ) k .
Remark 2.1. The formula (2.1) should be understood as an equality in R ≥0 ∪ {+∞}; if either side of (2.1) is divergent, then so is the other side. By Schmidt, [24, Thm. 2], if ρ is bounded and of compact support then both sides of (2.1) are finite. Hence, under this restriction we may remove the assumption that ρ is non-negative, i.e. the formula (2.1) is in fact valid for any real-valued Borel measurable function ρ on (R n ) k which is bounded and of compact support, with both sides of (2.1) being nicely absolutely convergent.
Remark 2.2. It follows from the conditions on the matrices D and [10, Thm. 14.5.1] that we always have e 1 = 1, and hence
We now state our new version of Rogers' mean value formula.
3 Note that the only k, 1 -admissible matrix with m = k is the k × k identity matrix, and for q > 1 there are no k, q -admissible matrices with m = k. Theorem 2.3. Let n > k > 0, and let f 1 , . . . , f k be real-valued Borel measurable functions on R n which are bounded and of compact support. Define the functions
where ′ indicates that the inner sum is over all k, q -admissible matrices D with the property that there are at least two non-zero entries in each row.
We note that in the simple case k = 1, Theorem 2.3 states that
This is in fact an immediate consequence of Siegel's mean value formula; see [26] .
Proof. Let K = {1, . . . , k}. Using (2.4) and (2.1), we get
where A runs through all subsets of K, we write a = #A and A = {j 1 , . . . , j a } with j 1 < · · · < j a , and the inner sum is taken over all a, q -admissible matrices D. As usual m = m(D) denotes the number of rows of D. Note that all multiple sums and integrals appearing in (2.5) are absolutely convergent, because of our assumptions on f 1 , . . . , f k ; cf. Remark 2.1. Given any A = {j 1 , . . . , j a }, q and D appearing in the sum, we set m ′ := m + k − a and write
. . , k − a, and all other entries equal to zero. Note that the matrix 
q . We may now rewrite each product of integrals in the right-hand side of (2.5) in terms of the matrices
Note that any matrix D ′ = D ′ (A, D) appearing in this sum can be brought, by a unique row permutation, into a k, q -admissible matrix (this is easily seen by considering the admissibility conditions column by column, starting from the left). Conversely, given any k, q -admissible matrix D ′ , let S(D ′ ) be the set of indices of those columns of D ′ which have the property that the column has a unique non-zero entry and this entry is also the only non-zero entry in its row. Then the matrix D ′ is attained as a row permutation of D ′ (A, D) for exactly 2 #S(D ′ ) pairs A, D appearing in the above sum, namely exactly once for each B ⊂ S(D ′ ). Hence
where now the sum over D ′ is taken over all k, q -admissible matrices. But here Remark 2.5. Clearly the family of functions f j admitted in Theorem 2.3 can be extended by approximation arguments. However the present family is more than sufficient for our purposes in this paper.
Remark 2.6. The formula in Theorem 2.3 is useful in the study of the Epstein zeta function E n (L, s). Recall from [30, Sect. 4] that, for L ∈ X n and s ∈ C \ {0, n 2 }, we have
The connection between E n (L, s) and the present discussion comes from the relation 
for most lattices L ∈ X n when n is large enough, we also find that the (truncated) moments of H n (L, s) are of apparent interest in the study of E n (L, s) in the limit as n → ∞. We do not pursue this further here since we plan to give a detailed account of this topic elsewhere.
We close this section by giving a generalization of Theorem 2.3 which seems potentially useful, although it will not be used in the present paper.
Borel measurable functions which are bounded and of compact support. Consider the related functions G j : X n → R defined by
where * indicates that the inner sum is over all kℓ, q -admissible matrices D with the property that there do not exist any j ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ − 1} and 1 ≤ i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ m such that the submatrix at rows i 1 , i 1 + 1, . . . , i 2 and columns jk + 1, jk + 2, . . . , jk + k of D is a multiple of a k, q ′ -admissible matrix for some q ′ | q, and all the remaining entries of these rows and columns of D are zero.
Outline of proof. Mimicking the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.3, in particular expanding E ℓ j=1 G j (L) as much as possible using (2.1), we obtain the formula
where the notation is as follows. As before, a = #A and A = {j 1 , . . . , j a } with j 1 < · · · < j a . In the sums, {q j } and {D j } are short-hands for {q j } j∈A c and {D j } j∈A c , where A c is the complement of A in {1, . . . , ℓ}; and {q j } runs through all (ℓ − a)-tuples of positive integers while {D j } runs through all (ℓ − a)-tuples of matrices such that D j is k, q j -admissible for each j ∈ A c . In the innermost sum, D runs through all ak, q -admissible matrices. For any A, {q j }, {D j }, q, D appearing in the multiple sum we let q ′ be the least common multiple of q and all the q j 's, and set m ′ = m + j∈A c m j , where m is the number of rows of D and m j is the number
iv for all j ∈ A c , v ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i ∈ {1, . . . , m j }, and all other entries equal to zero. Finally e ′ j = (ε ′ j , q), where ε ′ 1 , . . . , ε ′ m ′ are the elementary divisors of D ′ . This completes the description of the notation in (2.9).
One notes that each matrix D ′ which appears above can be brought, by a unique row permutation, into a kℓ, q ′ -admissible matrix. The rest of the proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proofs of Theorem 1.3' and Theorem 1.2
Our first goal is to prove Theorem 1.3' (and thus also Theorem 1.3). Let f, S n and Z n be as in the statement of the theorem. Thus f : Z + → R + is a function satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ǫ (e ǫn ) for every ε > 0; for each n, S n is a Borel measurable subset of R n which has volume f (n) and which is symmetric about the origin (viz., −S n = S n ), and finally
with L picked at random in (X n , µ n ). It follows from Siegel's formula [26] that for each n ≥ 2 we have E #(L ∩ S n \ {0}) = f (n) and thus E(Z n ) = 0. Using Theorem 2.3, we now determine the limits as n → ∞ of the higher moments of Z n .
Proof. Let χ n be the characteristic function of S n . For any n > k, Theorem 2.3 gives
We let
where the sum is taken over all k, 1 -admissible matrices D having entries d ij ∈ {0, ±1}, with at least two non-zero entries in each row and exactly one non-zero entry in each column. Let R k,n be the sum of all the terms in (3.2) that are not accounted for in M k,n , so that
Now, let P ′ (k) denote the set of partitions of {1, . . . , k} containing no singleton sets. Using S n = −S n and vol(S n ) = f (n), and then [27, Lemma 3], we have
It remains to bound the term R k,n in (3.4). The summation condition in ′ D implies that all matrices D appearing in R k,n have at most k − 1 rows. Hence, an easy modification of the arguments in [20, Sect. 9] and [21, Sect. 4 ] (see also [27, Sect. 3] ) gives that, for n sufficiently large,
where the implied constant depends on k but not on n. If k is odd, then we may assume that k ≥ 3 and in this situation we have #P ≤ (k − 1)/2 for every P ∈ P ′ (k). Recall that we are assuming f (n) = O ε (e εn ). Hence it follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) that, for any odd k ≥ 3,
On the other hand, if k is even, then (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) imply that
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark 3.2. Note that the variance of Z n can be controlled for a much larger class of functions f . Indeed, for any f :
Cf. (3.4) and (3.6) and note that k − 1 = k/2 = 1 for k = 2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3'. The desired convergence follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let ε > 0 be given. It follows from Theorem 1.3 that there exist x 0 > 0 and n 0 ∈ Z + such that for all n ≥ n 0 , x ∈ [x 0 , f (n)] and r ∈ R,
(Indeed, otherwise there is a sequence of positive integers n 1 < n 2 < · · · and positive numbers x 1 , x 2 , . . . with x j ≤ f (n j ) and lim j→∞ x j = ∞, such that for each j, (3.7) fails for n = n j , x = x j and some r = r j ∈ R. We then obtain a contradiction against Theorem 1.3 applied to the function f 1 : Z + → R + given by f 1 (n j ) = x j and, say, f 1 (n) = f (n) for n / ∈ {n 1 , n 2 , . . .}.) Using also the fact that
tends in distribution to N (0, 1), and taking r =
, it follows that after possibly increasing x 0 , we have
On the other hand it follows from Theorem 1.1 (or [21, Thm. 3] ) that, after possibly increasing n 0 , (3.8) also holds for all n ≥ n 0 ,
Hence we have proved that (1.4) holds uniformly with respect to all N ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ f (n). The extension to the remaining case, i.e. x > f (n) and N ≤ f (n), is now straightforward: Applying what we have already proved to the function n → 4f (n), it follows that the convergence in (1.4) holds uniformly with respect to all N ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ 4f (n); thus it only remains to consider the case when x > 4f (n) and N ≤ f (n). However, for such x and N , we have
Here the right-hand side of (3.10) tends to zero as n → ∞, and so by the convergence already established also the right-hand side of (3.9) tends to zero. Hence also the lefthand sides of (3.9) and (3.10) tend to zero as n → ∞, uniformly over all x > 4f (n) and N ≤ f (n). This concludes the proof.
4.
Joint distribution for families of subsets, and proof of Theorem 1.5
Our main goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.5. As a first step, we generalize Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 1.3' to finite families of disjoint subsets of R n . Specifically, let us again fix a function f : Z + → R + satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ǫ (e ǫn ) for every ε > 0. Fix a positive integer r and positive real numbers c 1 , . . . , c r . For each n, let S 1,n , . . . , S r,n be Borel measurable subsets of R n satisfying vol(S j,n ) = c j f (n), −S j,n = S j,n , and S j,n ∩ S j ′ ,n = ∅ for all j = j ′ . In analogy with (3.1) we set
with L picked at random in (X n , µ n ).
Proposition 4.1. In this situation, for any fixed k = (k 1 , . . . , k r ) ∈ Z r ≥0 ,
Let χ j,n be the characteristic function of S j,n . For any n > k, Theorem 2.3 gives
where the sum over D = (d ij ) runs through all k, q -admissible matrices with the property that there are at least two non-zero entries in each row. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we divide the right-hand side into two parts as
the sum being taken over all k, 1 -admissible matrices having entries d ij ∈ {0, ±1}, with at least two non-zero entries in each row and exactly one non-zero entry in each column. Using the assumption that S 1,n , . . . , S r,n are pairwise disjoint it follows that the terms in the right-hand side of (4.3) are zero unless, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there is some j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that the ith row of D has all its non-zero elements in columns corresponding to the fixed function χ j,n . The rest of the proof follows closely that of Proposition 3.1.
Note that Proposition 4.1 immediately implies the following theorem, generalizing Theorem 1.3'. Theorem 4.2. Fix r ∈ Z + , c 1 , . . . , c r > 0, and a function f : Z + → R + satisfying lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O ǫ (e ǫn ) for every ε > 0. For each n, let S 1,n , . . . , S r,n be Borel measurable subsets of R n which are pairwise disjoint, and which satisfy vol(S j,n ) = c j f (n) and −S j,n = S j,n . Set
where the random vector in the right-hand side has independent coordinates.
We are now in position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. To simplify notation, in this proof we write Z n (t) := Z n (t). Given any fixed numbers 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t r ≤ 1, by applying Theorem 4.2 with S 1,n , . . . , S r,n as the annuli
(with t 0 := 0), we conclude that the random vector
tends in distribution to
as n → ∞. Note also that Z n (0) = 0 by definition. We have thus proved that the convergence in Theorem 1.5 holds on the level of finite dimensional distributions, and it now only remains to establish the tightness of the sequence P n of probability measures on D[0, 1]. By [3, Thm. 13.5 and (13.14)] (applied with F (t) = C √ t and β = 1), it suffices to prove that there exist α > 
uniformly over all 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ 1 and n ≥ N . We begin by noting that Proposition 4.1 implies that
Hence, using also the fact that t − r ≤ 2( √ t − √ r) for all 0 ≤ r ≤ t ≤ 1, we see that in the limit of large dimension n, (4.4) holds with α = 1. In order to get a more uniform statement, note that by naively modifying Rogers 
for all n ≥ 6, where the implied constant is absolute. The bound (4.5) is close but not quite sufficient for our purposes; the problematic term is 2 −n (t − r)f (n) −1 . This term arises as a bound on the collected contribution of all 4, q -admissible matrices D with m = 1 (and q arbitrary) in the expression that is obtained by applying Theorem 2.3 to the left-hand side of (4.5) (cf. (4.2) ). Recall that m = 1 means that D has only one row. In order to improve the bound, note that any such matrix
to the left-hand side of (4.5), where χ 1 and χ 2 are the characteristic functions of the open intervals (rf (n), sf (n)) and (sf (n), tf (n)), respectively. Let us temporarily assume that r > 0. Then, for the integral in (4.6) to be non-zero, we must have
Hence, since d 2 and d 3 are integers, we conclude that a (crude) necessary condition for (4.6) to be non-zero is
Let Q be the smallest value of q ∈ Z + satisfying this inequality. Then, for n ≥ 6, the estimate [20, p. 246 (line 20)] with
Replacing the term 2 −n (t − r)f (n) −1 in (4.5) by the bound in (4.7) and using Q ≥ max(1, (r/(t − r)) 1/n ), we obtain, allowing now the implied constant to depend on f :
This bound is also valid when r = 0, with the convention that min(1, · · · ) then equals 1. Now fix the constant 1 2 < α < 1 in an arbitrary manner, and then take N ≥ 6 so large that 1 − α − 5 N > 0. We then claim that
uniformly over all n ≥ N and 0 ≤ r ≤ t ≤ 1. Indeed, if t ≥ 2r then (4.9) is clear from (
In the remaining case, i.e. when 0 < r ≤ t < 2r, we have √ t − √ r ≍ (t − r)/ √ r and (4.9) is equivalent to t − r ≪ r
n ) < 1 and t < 2r. This completes the proof of (4.9), and in view of (4.8) we thus obtain (4.4), completing the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Moment bounds for exponentially growing volumes
Our goal in this section is to prove Theorem 1.7. Thus, for each n we assume given a Borel subset S n of R n satisfying vol(S n ) = f (n) and S n = −S n . Throughout the section we let χ n denote the characteristic function of S n . Our task is to go back to the proof of Proposition 3.1 and improve the bound on R k,n , i.e. the sum of those terms in (3.2) which come from k, q -admissible matrices D with at least two non-zero entries in each row and such that either q ≥ 2, or some column contains more than one non-zero entry, or some entry has absolute value |d ij | ≥ 2. It will turn out that the dominating contribution to R k,n comes from k, 1 -admissible matrices D of the form 
Here n ≥ a ≥ 1 and c 1 , . . . , c a ∈ R >0 , and I(·) is the indicator function. We extend the definition to the case a = 0 by setting J (n) 0 [ ] := 1 for all n. Let D be a k, q -admissible matrix of size m × k, having at least two non-zero entries in each row. Set r = k − m, let (ν; µ) = (ν 1 , . . . , ν m ; µ 1 , . . . , µ r ) be as in Section 2, and let µ ′ 1 , . . . , µ ′ r be an arbitrary permutation of µ 1 , . . . , µ r . For j = 1, . . . , r, we set
, and a j = #A j .
Since D has at least two non-zero entries in each row, the sets A 1 , . . . , A r form a partition of {1, . . . , m}, possibly with A j = ∅ for some j's. Hence r j=1 a j = m. Lemma 5.1. For D as above,
Proof. We express the left-hand side of (5.3) as an iterated integral in the following way. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , r} we write
(If a j = 0 then we understand (R n ) 0 and dx (j) to be the singleton set {0} with its unique probability measure.) Let F r (x (1) , . . . , x (r) ) be the constant function 1, and set, iteratively for j = r, r − 1, . . . , 1,
Then the left-hand side of (5.3) 
since χ B is the spherical symmetrization both of χ n and of y → χ n (y + z) for any fixed z ∈ R n . Hence, since B has radius V −1/n n f (n) 1/n , we conclude
Using this bound for j = 1, . . . , r, together with r j=1 a j = m, we obtain (5.3).
We say that a function F : x 1 ) , . . . , ι(x m )), where ι is any fixed Euclidean isometry of R m into R n . Note that F is independent of the choice of ι. Given any x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ R m , we denote by [x 1 , . . . , x m ] the volume of the parallelotope in R m spanned by x 1 , . . . , x m . Finally, we write ω n := nV n for the volume of the (n − 1)-sphere. Lemma 5.2. Let 1 ≤ m ≤ n and let F : (R n ) m → R ≥0 be a non-negative Borel measurable function which is O(n)-invariant. Then
Proof. Let e 1 , . . . , e n be the standard unit vectors in R n . Passing to polar coordinates and then performing the same substitution as in [28, p. 754] , the left-hand side of (5.5) becomes
where M = m 2 , r = (r 1 , . . . , r m ), φ = (φ i,j ) 1≤i<j≤m , and dr and dφ denote Lebesgue measure on R m and R M , respectively, and 
Lemma 5.3. For any 1 ≤ a ≤ n and c 1 , . . . , c a > 0,
On the other hand, for any fixed c 1 , . . . , c a ∈ R >0 and V ∈ (0, V a [c 1 , . . . , c a ]), we have 
Furthermore, by Stirling's formula,
for all j ∈ {n − a + 1, n − a + 2, . . . , n}. These two bounds imply (5.8).
Next, let c 1 , . . . , c a ∈ R >0 and V be given as in the statement of the lemma. It is clear from (5.7) that there exist non-empty open subsets U 1 , . . . , U a of B such that all (x 1 , . . . , x a ) ∈ U 1 × · · · × U a satisfy both |c 1 x 1 + · · · + c a x a | < 1 and [x 1 , . . . , x a ] > V. Using the first equality in (5.9), it follows that
Using this and (5.10), the second claim of the lemma follows.
The next lemma gives a bound on the product 
(Note that if A j = ∅ then g j = q, giving a factor 1 in the product in (5.11).)
As a preliminary step, note that for any integers c,
Indeed, this is immediate when q is a prime power, and the general case can be reduced to this case using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. We now set A 0 := ∅ and A j := A 1 ∪· · ·∪A j = A 1 ∪· · ·∪A j for j ≥ 1. For any j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and any given (x i ) i∈ A j−1 in (Z/qZ) # A j−1 , it follows from (5.12) that the number of tuples (
x i ≡ 0 mod q is less than or equal to q a j −1 g j . Using this fact for each j = 1, . . . , r, we obtain
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Some basic properties of
Recall that, for any integer a ≥ 1 and real numbers c 1 , . . . , c a > 0,
where [x 1 , . . . , x a ] denotes the volume of the parallelotope in R a spanned by x 1 , . . . , x a . Note that 0 < V a [c 1 , . . . , c a ] ≤ 1, and V a [c 1 , . . . , c a ] is invariant under any permutation of c 1 , . . . , c a . 
In particular V a is a continuous function on (R >0 ) a .
Proof.
. . , x a be vectors which achieve the supremum in (5.13). Then
Hence the vectors δx 1 , . . . , δx a are admissible in the supremum defining
The following technical lemma gives the key input both to a monotonicity property of V a which we will need (Lemma 5.10), and to the explicit determination of V a [c 1 , . . . , c a ] in the case c 1 = · · · = c a (Lemma 5.11).
Lemma 5.9. Assume c 1 , . . . , c a > 0, c 2 1 + · · · + c 2 a > 1 and c 2 j < 1 + ℓ =j c 2 ℓ for each j. Let x 1 , . . . , x a be vectors which achieve the supremum in (5.13). Let d := c 1 x 1 + . . . + c a x a , and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , a}, let δ j be the length of the orthogonal projection of d onto the subspace U j = Span{x ℓ : ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , a} \ {j}}. Then, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , a},
we let e j be the unique unit vector in R a which is orthogonal to U j and satisfies x j · e j > 0. Let d j be the orthogonal projection of d onto U j ; thus δ j = |d j |.
Let us fix j temporarily, and set y = d − c j x j ∈ U j and y = |y|. The optimality property of x 1 , . . . , x a implies in particular that among all x ′ j ∈ R a satisfying |x ′ j | ≤ 1 and |c j x ′ j + y| ≤ 1, the vector x ′ j = x j has maximal distance from U j . By a straightforward analysis one deduces from this fact (and x j · e j > 0) that
Let us first assume that y 2 < 1−c 2 j . Then x j = e j by (5.15) and |d| = |y +c j x j | = (y 2 + c 2 j ) 1/2 < 1, and so the optimality property of x 1 , . . . , x a forces {x ℓ : ℓ = j} to be an orthonormal basis of U j . Hence ℓ =j c 2 ℓ = y 2 < 1 − c 2 j , which contradicts our assumption that c 2 1
(where x j denotes omission of x j in the list), and hence the optimality property of x 1 , . . . , x a can be rephrased as saying that the a vectors d, x 1 , . . . , x j , . . . , x a maximize [d, x 1 , . . . , x j , . . . , x a ] subject to |d| ≤ 1, |x ℓ | ≤ 1 (all ℓ = j) and |d − ℓ =j c ℓ x ℓ | ≤ c j . Assume now y 2 < c 2 j − 1. Then (5.15) gives d = y + c j x j = e j and |x j | 2 = (y/c j ) 2 + (1/c j ) 2 < 1, and so the optimality property just noted forces {x ℓ : ℓ = j} to again be an orthonormal basis of U j . Therefore ℓ =j c 2 ℓ = y 2 < c 2 j −1, contradicting our assumption that c 2 j < 1 + ℓ =j c 2 ℓ . In conclusion, y 2 ≥ |c 2 j − 1| must hold. Let us also assume y > 0. Then one verifies that the formulas for α and β in the third line of (5.15) hold true (viz., they remain valid even when y 2 = |c 2 j − 1|). These formulas imply |x j | = |d| = 1. Using d j = (1 − c j α)y and the formula for α, we obtain δ j = (y 2 + 1 − c 2 j )/(2y) and 0 ≤ δ j ≤ y. Solving for y gives δ 2 j + c 2 j ≥ 1 and
Eliminating y from x j = −αy +βe j and d = y +c j x j gives (1−c j α)x j = −αd+βe j , and here 1 − c j α = δ j /y. Hence c j δ j x j = c j y(βe j − αd). Using (5.16), we obtain c j αy = τ j and c j β = (1 − δ 2 j ) 1/2 . Therefore
We take note of two more facts. First:
Second:
Indeed, τ j = 0 implies y = δ j = (y 2 + 1 − c 2 j )/(2y) by (5.16); thus y 2 = 1 − c 2 j , giving
In the remaining case y = 0, we have c j = 1 (since y 2 ≥ |c 2 j − 1|) and x j = e j (by (5.15), (5.14)); thus also d = e j , δ j = τ j = 0, and all of (5.16)-(5.19) are still valid.
We now prove the first half of (ii), which asserts that in fact τ j > 0 must hold for all j. Assume τ i = 0 for some i. Then x i = e i by (5.19) , and now for every j = i we have e j · e i = e j · x i = 0, since x i ∈ U j . Similarly x j · e i = 0. Therefore τ j d · e i = 0, by (5.17); but d · e i > 0 (cf. (5.18)); hence τ j = 0. It follows that τ j = 0 and x j = e j for all j; hence x 1 , . . . , x a is an orthonormal basis of R a . Then 1 = |d| 2 = c 2 1 + · · · + c 2 a , which contradicts one of our assumptions. Hence indeed τ j > 0 for all j.
Next, for any i = j in {1, . . . , a}, we compute c i c j δ i δ j x i · x j in two different ways. On the one hand, using (5.17) and x i · e j = 0, we have (5.20) where in the last equality we used |d| = 1 and e i · d = (1 − δ 2 i ) 1/2 . On the other hand, by symmetry, the same formula holds with i and j interchanged. Thus
This holds for all i = j, and dividing through with τ i τ j , we have proved (ii).
Let t be the number δ 2 j −τ
, which is independent of j. Let us first assume that δ ℓ = 0 for some ℓ. Then t = 0, and also d · e ℓ = 1 by (5.18), and since |d| = 1 this forces d = e ℓ . For each j = ℓ, we have U j = U ℓ and thus δ j > 0. For any i = j, the right-hand side of (5.20) vanishes, since t = 0, and if further i, j = ℓ then we may divide through with δ i δ j to conclude that x i · x j = 0. Hence {e ℓ } ∪ {x j : j = ℓ} is an orthonormal basis of R a . Now, from c ℓ x ℓ = d− j =ℓ c j x j = e ℓ − j =ℓ c j x j it follows that c 2 ℓ = 1+ j =ℓ c 2 j , which contradicts our assumption that c 2 ℓ < 1+ j =ℓ c 2 j . Hence we conclude that δ j > 0 must hold for all j. Expanding 1 = |d| 2 = | j c j x j | 2 using (5.20), we now obtain
In view of our assumption c 2 j > 1, this forces t < 0. Hence τ j δ j < 1 − δ 2 j , or equivalently c 2 j > (δ j + τ j ) 2 − 1, for all j. Now fix j again, and write y = d − c j x j and y = |y| as before; note that y > 0 since τ j > 0. By (5.16), c 2 j > (δ j + τ j ) 2 − 1 means that c 2 j > y 2 − 1, and this is easily seen to imply that there is some ε > 0 such that the function c → (y 2 + c 2 − 1)/(2yc) is strictly increasing in the interval c ∈ [c j − ε, c j ]. We have y 2 > 1 − c 2 j since τ j > 0; hence, by shrinking ε if necessary, we may also assume that (y 2 + c 2 − 1)/(2yc) > 0 for all c ∈ [c j − ε, c j ]. In particular, taking α, β as in (5.15) , and setting, for any given c ′ j ∈ (c j − ε, c j ),
we have 0 < yα ′ < yα < 1, and hence β ′ > β > 0. Now set
which concludes the proof of (i).
We next establish a monotonicity property of the function V a [c 1 , . . . , c a ]. Lemma 5.11. For a ≥ 1 and 0 < c ≤ 1,
Proof. The case c ≤ a −1/2 follows from Lemma 5.6; hence we now assume c > a −1/2 (and a ≥ 2). Then Lemma 5.9 applies. Let x 1 , . . . , x a and δ 1 , . . . , δ a be as in the statement of that lemma. Set γ := 1 − c 2 ∈ [0, 1). One verifies by differentiation that
hence, a fortiori, δ 2 − δ−δ 3 (δ 2 −γ) 1/2 is strictly increasing in that interval. Hence Lemma 5.9 (ii) implies δ 1 = · · · = δ a > √ γ. Using this in the formula (5.20) (wherein
, it follows that the scalar product x i · x j takes one and the same value for all choices of i = j. Call this value s. It was also seen in the proof of Lemma 5.9 that |x j | = 1 for all j, and | a j=1 cx j | = 1. Squaring and expanding the last relation gives c 2 (a + a(a − 1)s) = 1. We have thus proved
Subtracting s times the first row from each of the other rows, we get
and from this one proves by induction that D a,s = (as − s + 1)(1 − s) a−1 . This gives the formula stated in the lemma.
The case c = 1 will turn out to be of special importance, and we set
5.3. Proof of Theorem 1.7. For k = 2, the statement of Theorem 1.7 follows from Remark 3.2. Hence, from now on we fix k to be an integer ≥ 3. We also fix c and f as in Theorem 1.7; thus 0 < c < c k , lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O(e cn ).
The following lemma takes care of all except finitely many terms in (3.2); it is proved using the same bounds as in Rogers, [20, pp. 245-246] , which were also used in the proof of Proposition 3.1 above. Proof. We fix m ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, and consider the contribution from all D as in the lemma with the further requirement that D is of size m × k. Set ∆ := max{|d ij |}. Then, by [27, Remark 1] and [20, (72) ],
Note that the number of k, q -admissible matrices of size m × k and with given values of q and ∆, is less than
, and there are no such matrices with ∆ < q. Hence, if we let v k be the smallest integer ≥ V −1 k−1 (thus v k ≥ 2), and assume that n ≥ m(k − m) + 3, then the total contribution to (3.2) from all D with q ≥ V
Similarly, assuming n ≥ m(k − m) + 2, the total contribution to (3.2) from all D satisfying q < V
Finally, using lim n→∞ f (n) = ∞ and f (n) = O(e cn ) with 0 < c < c k , the desired convergence is seen to follow from the fact that
cf. (1.7) and (5.22).
In the next three lemmas, we let D be any fixed k, q -admissible matrix appearing in the sum in (3.2). (We could assume that D does not satisfy the condition in Lemma 5.12, but we won't need this.) Let m, r, (µ ′ j ) r j=1 , (A j ) r j=1 , (A j ) r j=1 , (a j ) r j=1 be as in Section 5.1. Lemma 5.15. Let D be as above, and assume furthermore that D has some column containing more than one non-zero element. Then the contribution from D to (3.2) tends to zero as n → ∞.
Proof. Recall that Lemma 5.14 is valid for µ ′ 1 , . . . , µ ′ r an arbitrary permutation of µ 1 , . . . , µ r . We now fix the choice of µ ′ 1 , . . . , µ ′ r so that the number of non-zero elements in column number µ ′ 1 is as large as possible. Then a 1 = #A 1 = #A 1 ≥ #A j ≥ a j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and a 1 ≥ 2 by our assumption on D.
Now note that log( V x ), which we take to be defined for arbitrary real x ≥ 1 through the formula (5.22), is a strictly decreasing and strictly convex function of x ≥ 1. This is easily verified by differentiation. It follows that for any j ≥ 2, if a j ≥ 2 (and thus a 1 ≥ a j ≥ 2), the product r j=1 V a j increases if we simultaneously replace a 1 by a 1 + 1 and a j by a j − 1. Repeating this operation for as long as possible, and recalling V 1 = V 0 = 1, we conclude that r j=1 V a j ≤ V a for some integer a ≥ a 1 ≥ 2 satisfying a + r − 1 ≥ m, i.e. a ≥ 2m − k + 1. Hence, applying Lemma 5.14 and dividing through by f (n) k/2 , we conclude that the contribution from D to (3.2) is If m ≤ k/2, then this bound obviously tends to zero as n → ∞, since V a < 1 and f (n) → ∞; hence from now on we assume that m > k/2. Then, using the assumption f (n) = O(e cn ) and the fact that V a is a decreasing function of a, we see that our term is ≪ m n m(m+3)/4 exp (c(m − k/2) + log V 2m−k+1 )n , and hence to complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to prove that c < −2 log V 2m−k+1 2m − k . (5.26) However, by what we noted above, −2 log V x+1 is a strictly concave function of x ≥ 0, taking the value 0 at x = 0. Also 2m − k ≤ k − 2. Hence 
Now note that k ≥ 2m, since D has exactly one non-zero element in each column but at least two non-zero entries in each row. Hence, if we keep n so large that f (n) ≥ 1, we have f (n) m−k/2 ≤ 1. Note also that ∆ i ≥ q for each i, since D is k, q -admissible. Furthermore, assuming that D is not accounted for in M k,n , we have either q ≥ 2 or q = 1 at the same time as ∆ i > 1 for some i. Hence the bound in (5.27) is ≤ 2 −n , and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Taken together, Lemma 5.12 and Lemmas 5.14-5. 16 show that the total contribution from all D in (3.2) which are not accounted for in M k,n tends to zero as n → ∞. On the other hand, the treatment of M k,n in the proof of Proposition 3.1 applies verbatim in the present situation with a more general function f , and shows that lim n→∞ (2f (n)) −k/2 M k,n exists and equals 0 for k odd and (k − 1)!! for k even. Hence (1.8) holds.
We now turn to the second statement of Theorem 1.7. Thus assume that k ≥ 3 and c > c k ; let f : Z + → R + be a function satisfying f (n) ≫ e cn as n → ∞, and consider (3.2) with χ n being the characteristic function of the closed ball of volume f (n) centered at the origin. Then the contribution from any matrix D as in (5.1) to the sum in (3.2) equals 2 −k/2 f (n) 
